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I • INTROnuaI'ION 

Most of the work presented in this Symposium has been concerned 

with problems that arise in the development of systems that permit a 

man rapid access to computational results. This :r;aper is concerned 

with problems tt18t ari~e in the de'.-c:lo:;:ment. of eystems that are em

ployed fvr data ~[J,..,lysi= anc::. con'~;"'ol :l.r cC".plex cXjX:liments. Such 

systems might be represented schematically by the block diagram in 

Figure 1. Such a di.agram has the same general structure as a guid

ance system, and, indeed, it should, since its function is to guide 

an experiment. Such systems, of course, give rise to many of the same 

problems already discussed; but, ~u the o~D~r hand, they introduce 

some additional ones. 

The motivation for on-line data analysis and control systems for 

experiments is very much the same as the motivation for rapid access 

to computational results. Both developnents are motivated in I6rt 

by the hypothesis that rapid feedback is essential to learning. 

It is clearly hoped, and by now it may already have happened, that 

a researcher sitting at his console will make discoveries by seeing 

his results feed back practically instantly. In the experimental 

systems, it is also expected that a researcher, by having his data 

'luickly analyzed and by having intimate control over his experiment, 

can make discoveries and direct the course of the experiment in a more 

profitable way. 

Let us look a moment at the scope of the problem. As physics 

experiments probe deeper and deeper into the fundamental constituents 

of matter, the experiments become much more complex and the interpre

tation of the data becomes more subtle. A single experiment involving 

a high energy I6rticle accelerator and a piece of detection apparatus, 
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such as a spark Chamber or a bubble chamber, may take several weeks 

or even months to set up and may run continuously for equal lengths 

of time. The accelerators themselves are quite costly (several tens 

of millions of dollars) ond they are eJqleIlBive to keep in operation 

(sevp.ral million uoliars -per year). Th£. dt:: ~e ~t::Ol~ cquipnent is also 

quite expensive. A bubble chamber may cost several million dollars 

and a spark chamber may cost several hundred thousand dollars. Clearly, 

there is an economic motive to provide data analysis systems that fac

ilitate effective use of such expensive equipnent. Rapid feedback of 

analyzed results is particularly importa:l;" during the setting up stage. 

It may be worth pointing out that a typical spark chamber experi

ment conducted over a few weeks will generate 500,000 to 700,000 stereo 

views of events taking place in the spark chamber. The stereo views 

may be generated in pairs or triads, depending on the experiment. 

The IIIBnual and semi-automatic data analysis systems now in use reCluire 

weeks and months to analyze this data. The Lawrence Radiation Labora

tory at the University of California at Berkeley has had long experience 

on this problem and, by now, has good information on what it takes to 

analyze the data. Recent summaries [Reference 1] indicate that it 

takes about seventy-five people to do the scanning, measuring and main

taining the equipment in order to process 250,000 events per year from 

the Berkeley 72-inch bubble chamber. 

It is hardly necessary to :pursue this motivational discussion fur

ther. It can be simply summarized by the statement that in the current 

era of experimental physics a disproportionate amount of time and effort 

is spent on the analysiS of data and the control of the experiment. 

As a conseCluence, the experimentalist is removed farther and farther 

from intimate contact with the essential elements of his experiment. 
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The goal of rapid data analysis and control systems in cc:mplex experiments 

is to bring the experimenter back into intimate contact with his experi

ments. Man-machine communication is required at a rather sophisticated 

level. 

Over the Jest few ye-ars, I hAve 'bep.n concernen with computer methods 

'to a chi~ve this £: "'61. In:," .uti( '1l.a:.:, '. b .. V6 'ueen r'C"ncerned with the 

elements that would be contained in boxes 3, 4 and 5 of Figure 1. 

II • CURRENT SYSTEMS 

An example of a data analysis and control system of the kind de

picted in Figure 1 is given u. F; gure 2. '1'he system shawn is a closed

loop analysis and control system involving a 3.0 Mev Van de Graa:ff 

Accelerator and its nucleonic measuring equipnent. I shall not dis

cuss this system in detail here, since it has been described elsewhere 

[Reference 2]. I should like to point out, however, that this system 

has all the essential ingredients of the general system shown in Figure 1. 

It has, indeed, accomplished all the objectives that the physicists who 

were developing it expected. 

The type of control that this system provides the physicist is 

shown in Figure 3. This flow chart represents the first experiment 

programmed on the sye tem [Reference 3]. It provided the physicist a 

running statistical sequential analysis, configuration control over 

the sample, and energy control over the accelerator. The system has 

evolved very rapidly and there are now several experiments programmed 

for the system [Reference 4]. 

This system is utilized in low energy nuclear physics experiments 

of a type that are relatively well understood. As a consequence, the 

data analysis codes and the experiment programmer was not required to 
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have the generality that ·would be required of such a system in high 

energy particle physics. Nonetheless, some quite valuable experience 

was gained in programmed control of experiments. 

Now, how do we stand in the very complex experiments such as we 

encounter in high energy particle phYbics? We: k.re (.el~ainly making 

progress in all areas indicated in Figure 1. At present, there are 

no high energy particle accelerators operating under computer control. 

[By computer, here, I mean interna1l.y~tored program computer]. At 

two Centers, however, computer controls are being developed. A digi

tal control system, employing a CDC 924, h&s been developed for the 

Zero Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS) at the Argonne National Laboratory. 

It is expected that this system will soon be "hooked up" and that the 

ZGS will operate under its control. At the Stanford Linear Accelerator 

Center (SLAC) a computer control system is being developed for the 

beam switchyard. The beam switchyard will employ bending magnets to 

deflect the electron beam from the accelerator into different experi

mental areas. 

The problems represented by box 3 are in somewhat better shape. 

Several on-line data analyzers have been employed in low energy nuclear 

physics [References 5, 6, 7, and 8] and one system has been developed 

in high energy physics with great success [Reference 9]. At Stanford 

we are also developing a system similar to that described in Reference 9. 

This system is intended to analyze on-line the data generated by the 

20 BeV/C Magnetic Spectrometer. 

We are also developing a computer system that will permit on-line 

analysis of graphic data of the kind we shall get from filmless spark 

chambers. There are two large general problems that have to be dealt 

with: (l) the control programs to permit processing of data from 
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devices with high burst rates, and (2) the data analysis techni~ue6 

for handling the graJhic data. Both of these areas are getting a 

great deal of attention and are important to the develo~ent of in

tegrated systems. I shall give below a discussion of the type of 

programs developed to handle the data analysis part. 

iII. GRAPHIC D.':fA ItlOC2SS:CiG 

A. General Description 

In our work at Stanford, we are taking as a point of departure 

the Argonne work on automatic film data processing. That work was 

the collaborative effort of several people in the development of a 

film digitizer, programs for TUr-ning the film di3itizer on line to 

a large computer (CDC 3600) and the analysis programs ~or handling 

the digitized film data [Reference 2]. 

Although the Argonne work was done explicitly for film data, the 

programs maintained sufficient generality that they can be used for 

any grap hic data from spark chambers no matter how the data is pre

sented to the programs. Figure 4 shows the structure of these pro

grams. The scanning and measuring program AROMA prepares, for the 

AIRWICK programs,the digitized information from the photographs. 

The AIRWICK programs identify the corresponding sparks in the two 

stereo Views, calculate their positions in three space, and then 

link these sp:l.rks into tracks. 

Figure 5 shows a stereo p:l.ir of photographs of an event tBking 

place in a spark chamber and Figure 6 shows the results of two stages 

of processing - after AROMA and after AIRW~CK. 

One of the most pleaSing aspects of this work is that we can give 

a formal description of each step. Formally, the problem is presented 

as (a) generation of a graPh,the vertices of which are given by the 

three space coordinates of the sparks, and (b) the selection of the 
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proper tree (or forest of trees for multiple events) to represent 

the event. The processes physically described as (1) scanning, measur

ing, and image transformation, (2) pairing in the stereo views, and 

(3) linking into traCks have their counterparts in the formal des

criptio~. The fir~t -wo of ~hede prcc~&r~s ; 1.~ . , s~un~ng, etc., 

and pairing, etc., are concerned with t~e geueration uf the graph 

and the third, i.e., linking, etc., is concerned with the tree sel

ection. Figure 7 shows the relationship between the physical pro

cesses and the formal description. The essential elements of the sys

tem are described in brief detail below. 

Let me first give scme data on the rates of L'l.8nual and then of 

our automatic system. Using the manual systems and skilled human 

operators, one can expect to scan and measure at the rate of about 

20 to 30 events per hour. We are able to scan and measure at about 

an order of mac:::nitude greater speed. We can process a stereo vte-w 

of ccmplex nature in about 20 seconds and simple ones in 10-12 second5. 

B. Scanning, Measuring, and Image Transformation. 

The CHLOE film digitizer is described elsewhere [References 2, 10] 

and will be described only briefly here. CHLOE is a hardware system 

for digitizing data recorded on transparent 35 rom. film. The hard

ware consists of (1) a controlling computer, (2) an optical scanner 

(CRT) operating under the control of the comp1.~t.er, and (3) a data 

link to a. larger computer. A spot from the Cathode Ray Tube is pro

jected on the film and the transmitted light is measured by a pho·t;o

multiplier. From this measurement a decision is made concerning the 

density of any rectangular portion of a 4096x4096 raster measuring 

1.25 inches on a side. In prectice,one scans only a small portion of 

this rester. 

http:comp1.~t.er
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The scanning and measuring functions are carried out in the CHLOE 

LIBERATOR program which resides in the controlling computer (an Advanced 

Scientific Instruments 210) and the AROMA program which resides in the 

CDC 3600. The principal feature of these codes is the CELL CONSTRUC

TION ALGORTIHM. The CELL CONSTRUCTlON ALGORITHH may be described 

as foll~~s. 

Let us assume we are engaged in horizontal scans. The computer 

permits a left-to-right scan across a window defined on the raster 

by left-right limits and top-bottom limits. A point of interest is 

recorded when the scanner detects a change in intensity of trans

mitted light. As a consequenct:, ;!l scann:":l'S across a spuk one gets 

first the left and then the right end of a line segmcat~ the left end 

of which is the first point in the spark and the right end is the first 

point out of the spark. See Figure 8. If several sparks are encoun

tered in one horizontal scan, one obtains ordered pairs of left-right 

coordinates of line segments, i.e., 

x.. <x.. <x <x.J.,left -J.,right 2, left 2,rJ.ght 

The CELL CONSTRUGrI0N Al,GORI'l'BM sorts these line segments into cells, 

eliminates some of the cells as clearly not being sparks, and cal

culates certain spark parameters such as area, centroid, and average 

width. 

The AROMA program also provides information on the fiducial 

marks which are used to provide the orientaticn of the film coordinates 

to the spark chamber coordinates. 

The next step is to identify the corresponding spark images in 

the different stereo views and to generate the three space coordinates 

of the sparks. Before doing this, the data is passed through a program 

(PREFOS) whose functi. on is to remove optical distortions and to trans

form CHLOE film coordinates of spark centroids into real ~space coordinates 

on the surface of the spark chamber. 
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C. Pairing In The Stereo Views. 

Since the separate gaps of a 6plrk chamberare easily discernible 

the pairing problem need only be concerned with pairing spark images 

in the same gap. The first step in the pairing is the generation of 

an n-dimensional relaticnship ar~y - one dimension fer each view. 

'Jj'igure 9 S~~ lJWs the t .. ·?-vi".w IT :atic~td_p ~at· ix i.nat .7:.uld be gen

erated for the five sparks generated in the spark chamber. The re

lationship matrix contains a 1 if it is geometrically possible for 

the rays to have origmated in the chamber and a 0 if it were not 

geometrically possible. The llAI1'l.ING ALGOJl.rrHM r~mows the ambiguities 

from the relationship matrix. The E::lbig'.1.itit;r, are removed by appli 

cation of a plir decision function 

and its comatrix 

v 	 s 
(2) 	 A(i,j) = ~ D(n,j) + ~D(i,m) - 2D(i,j) 

n=l m=l 

where v is the number of raws in a block and 8 i8 the number of 

columns. It should be noted that the ordering of the splrks is res

ponsible for the break up of the relationship matrix into block dia

gonal form. Pairings may occur only within subblocks so the decision 

function may be applied to each block sep:!.rately. The decision func

tiOD is constructed to take into account both intrinsic parameters 

and extrinsic or contextual p:!.rameters. The intrinsic plrameter is 

width and enters through Fl 
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The contextual p:!.rameters are order and interference and these p:!.ra

meters enter D(i,j) through F2 and F3 respectively. 

Ii - jl 
( 4) F2(i,j) = 1 - -=P

where P+.1. is tha wIlXim-..:m d::..=ens~vn :)f ··he blo('h._ 

where R is the maximum dimension of t.he b.lock, S( i) is the number 

of geometrically possible pairinga of spark i, and T(j) is the 

number of gecmetrically possible Plirings of spark j • The Fis are 

all normalized to yield values in the internal (0,1) . The weights 

W ' , and W3 are experiment dependent. Large values of D(i,j)l W2 

mean high probability of pairing. On the other hand, low values of 

A( i, j) mean high probability of pairing - a low value of A( i, j) 

means that there is low probability that the ith sp:!.rk of view one 

could be p:!.ired with any spark other than the jth spark of view two, 

or that the jth sp:!.rk of view two could be paired with any spark 

other than the ith spark of view one. 

By repeated application of D(i,j) and A(i,j) successfUl pa1r

iogs are determined. With each determinatir.::'l,the relationship matrix 

is reduced by one row and one column until all ambiguities are re

solved. It is possible that all ambiguities are not resolved and that 

some are left unresolved until the linking operation. 

The PAIRING ALGORITHM then passes on to the L:rnKING ALGORITHM 

a relationship roBtrix with aJ..most all ambiguities removed. 
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D. Linking Into Tracks. 

The output of the PAm program is a set of three spice coordim tes 

that form a graph. The LINK program selects the proper t ree (or forest 

in the case of multiple events) to represent the }8rticle tracks. The 

detailed tree aelectJ.n[; aJ,.gcr:i·tln.:is2;iven i~ Rp.fe~ace 2. Briefly, 

edges are establishea. 'between tp.~ var~ol'~ vr.ri.;· ces of t~ graph on 

the basis of a number of criteria, such as Euclidean distance, number 

of vertices, direction of the edge, linear and helical extrapolation, 

and geometry of the sp1.rk chamber. Finally, the subgraIh selected 

is the minimal connector tree that contait:.:l D') cir~ts. The deter

mination of the minimal connector tree is accOID'plished by an algorithm 

due to Kruskal fReference il]. 

The graIh data are stored in memory in a multi-word list. Each 

list item contains all the necessary information about a given spark. 

Each list item contains seventeen words in all, including the three 

coordinates of the spark, its gap number, its chamber number, the 

local degree of the vertex, pOinters to as many as seven connecting 

sp1.rks, distance and pOinter to the closest sp1.rk, and distance and 

pointer to the second closest sp1.rk. 

Having arrived at a set of coordinates that represent the }8ths 

of p1.rticles participit1ng in the event the data are now sent on to 

fitting programs and programs that extract the physics information 

from the data. 

IT. CONBLUSIONS 

In order to develop more complete systems of the type depicted 

in Figure 1, it wUl be necessary to incorporate complex analyais 
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programs of the type described in Section III above. This is by no 

means all of the story. The kinematic analysis programs and the 

hypothesis testing programs that follow are also very complex. How

ever, progress is bei:lg made and physics data are being analyzed at 

a ve!:y rapid rate. Moreovel", i~c1,=pen":en"!; loY" ,":;~r': 1:3 p::'oceeding on the 

control aspects. 

One development which I feel is not getting its full share of 

attention in these problems is in the area of displays, control 

consoles, and the system control languages. That is, the command 

posts are not being developed as thoroU¢hlyas they should be. 

The splendid use of graphics that we mve seen in other areas could 

be put to excellent use in these large analysis and control systems. 
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES 


Figure 1. 	General Schematic of Integrated Data Analysis and 

Control System for Complex Experiments. 

Figure 2. 	 Closed Loop _'\nalysis ::'.l1d Cont:-ol o.,ys'. em becng Vtilized 

in Low Energy Nuclear Physics Experiments. 

Figure 3. 	 Schematic Flow Chart of First Program Run on the System 

Depicted by Figure 2. 

Figure 4. 	 Schematic of the Flow of Data in the Argonne System_ 

Figure 5. 	 Photograph of Spark Chamber Event in Two Views. 

Figure 6. 	 Output of AROMA and AIRWICK for Event Shown in Figure 5

Figure 7. 	 Schematic of the Relationship of Physical Processes to 

Formal Description. 

Figure 8. 	Line Segments and Cells Generated by CELL CONSTRUCTION 

ALGORITHM. 

Figure 9. 	Schematic of Top of SISrk Chamber with Five SISrks 

and Corresponding Relationship Matrix. 
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